
a form of malicious software that 
takes over your computer and 

threatens you with harm, usually by 
denying you access to your own data. 
Ransomware will lock your computer 

and demand payment in order to unlock it. 
ransomware

LEGITIMATE

the creation of a shadow 
website that is a near replica 
of an actual site. Website

spoofing

From: John Smitherton [mailto:2701meyerr@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2016 4:31 PM
To: Lisa Redacted
Cc: Mbnewtonrn@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: Invoice

Hi Lisa – I am presently out of town I am on my way to my cousin funeral that passed 
away last night.

I am unable to sign any paperwork from here as limited to some certain things like a printer 
and all.

Could the paperwork be signed online through my docusign? transfering the money to my 
wellsfargo is not a good option I don’t have my checks with me here

The invoice is overdue and I already promised to send payment to them today please let me 
know if docusign can be accepted so we can get on it right away.

With regards

John Smitherton

Spear-
PHISHING

When  someone persuades a victim to give 
out personal information or transfer 
money over the phone, this is known as 
VISHING. The criminal usually creates a 
sense of urgency and attempts to gain 
trust by knowing information about the 
victim and pretending to be a trusted source 
(such as a financial institution). 

Vishing

KNOWING THE SOCIAL LANDSCAPE
cybersecurity chronicles

similar to phishing but cybercriminals 
use SMS, the technology behind 
text messaging, to try and deceive you.   smishing

stay
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!
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Ordinary phishing involves malicious 
emails sent to a random account. 
SPEAR-PHISHING are targeted emails 
designed to appear as if they come from 
someone the recipient knows and trusts. 

when a cybercriminal poses as a legitimate 
institution, usually via email, in an attempt 
to obtain sensitive personal information. PHISHING

Social engineering can be defined as the “art of manipulating people so they give up confidential 
information.” Also known as human hacking, social engineering comes in many forms — and with its own 
language — as thieves use every trick in their bag to get what you need to protect the most: your 
sensitive personal information. 
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